
PZ/PZT

Step 1:  
Remove existing 3/8”-16 x 1” bolts from each side of the 
frame at noted location.

Step 2:  
Align the top holes of the CheckMate™ Mounting Plate 
(pointing up in a U shape) with each of the holes from 
step 1.

Step 3: 
Reinstall both 3/8”-16 x 1” bolts through the CheckMate™
mounting plate and the mower frame and attach with 
existing locknut.

Step 4:  
Pull 7/16” lynch pins from stabilizer pins

Step 5:  
Slide CheckMate™ mounting arms onto stabilizer pins 
and replace lynch pins

Step 6:  
Using (4) 1/2” x 1” hex bolts, attach mounting arms to 
striping kit frame [finger tight]

Step 7:  
Center roller behind the machine and tighten mounting 
arms to gray striping kit frame [min. 90 lbs. Torque]
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Z200 Series
            

Step 1:  
Remove Nut #34

Step 2:  
Pull Bolt #24 from mower mainframe

Step 3:  
Align hole of CheckMate™ mounting bracket with newly 
exposed hole; mounting 
bracket will drop down on the ‘inside’ of the mowers 
tubular framing [e.g. engine side]

Step 4:  
Confirm that both quick release stabilizer pins are 
pointing in the same direction for quick release 
application.

Step 5:  
Place (1) 5/16” flat washer onto bolt #24

Step 6:  
Reinstall Bolt #24 through CheckMate™ mounting 
bracket, engine guard and mower mainframe

Step 7:  
Secure engine guard and CheckMate mounting arm in 
place by threading Nut #34 back in place [minimum 90 
lbs. Torque]

Step 8:  
Pull 7/16” lynch pins from stabilizer pins

Step 9: 
Slide CheckMate™ mounting arms onto stabilizer pins 
and replace lynch pins

Step 10:  
Using (4) 1/2” x 1” hex bolts, attach mounting arms to 
striping kit frame [finger tight]

Step 11:  
Center roller behind the machine and tighten mounting 
arms to gray striping kit frame [min. 90 lbs. Torque]

MZ/MZT

Step 1: 
MZT Series only; please remove 5/8”-11 x 3.5” bolts
which secure rollover protection bar to mower 
mainframe

Step 2: 
*MZT Series only; align holes in CheckMateTM 
mounting plate with exposed holes in rollover 
protection bar. Reinstall 5/8”-11 x 3.5 bolt and 
tighten to secure plate and ROPS bar to mower 
mainframe 
*MZ Series only; align holes in CheckMateTM 
mounting plate with exposed holes in mower 
mainframe. Using supplied 5/8”-11 x 2” bolts, lock 
washers and nuts; tighten and secure plate to 
mower mainframe. 

Step 3:  
Pull 7/16” lynch pins from stabilizer pins

Step 4:  
Slide CheckMate™ mounting arms onto stabilizer 
pins and replace lynch pins

Step 5:  
Using (4) 1/2” x 1” hex bolts, attach mounting arms 
to striping kit frame [finger tight]

Step 6:  
Center roller behind the machine and tighten 
mounting arms to gray striping kit frame [min. 90 
lbs. Torque]

                                             


